Why Human Capital buyers
make acquisitions
Buyers acquire businesses in the Human Capital sector for a number
of ‘strategic rationales’ resulting from their need to improve growth,
efficiency or defensiveness.
The map below sets out the strategic rationales of buyers that we find are most common in the
Human Capital sector internationally.
7. Classic
consolidation
Increase share of
existing vertical
markets, particularly
in mature or low
margin markets and
where customer
power is high.

Defensive

1. Access to new
geographic markets
Taking existing human
capital services & sector
specialisms into new
geographic territories
and countries.

Growth

6. Reduce business risk
By combining geographic risk and/ or
vertical sector exposure to reduce overall
business risk.

2. Expansion into new client sectors

Target
Acquisition

Particularly where cross-selling
opportunities for services exist between
sectors and their client bases.

5. Improve business performance
By applying superior operational, sales
and management know-how, and
stronger client delivery and incentive
systems to the acquisition target.

Efficiency

4. Financial
engineering

Cost synergies, leverage
returns through debt,
cheaper cost of capital,
exploitation of spare
capacity in infrastructure
and people.

3. Entry into new
human capital service
lines
For example, RPO and
recruitment, talent
assessment, HC advisory
and HC outsourcing
services etc.

Growth
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Why buyers make acquisitions

We find that most buyers tend to be driven by one or two dominant strategic rationales, which are
often determined by their individual circumstances, for example pressure from their shareholders
for greater growth, health of their core markets, or their stage of business maturity. These rationales
tend to evolve over time for each buyer, which we find requires our continual monitoring to remain
up-to-date.
Understanding the strategic rationales of individual buyers is important it allows a business for sale to
be positioned and presented to buyers in a way that most appeals to them individually. We find that
doing so will always maximise the valuation of an acquisition opportunity in buyers’ eyes.
An appreciation of the strategic rationales of buyers is also useful at an earlier pre-sale stage (when
our exit review ValuePathTM takes place) as it assists in the identification of changes (strategic,
operational or cosmetic) that could be made to a business to ensure that it is most attractive to
buyers in the eventual sale process.
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